Behind pressing scientific questions of sustainability, unexplored areas of theoretical and mathematical knowledge await discovery. A fresh take on the notion of resilience provides a glimpse of what to expect.
Q uestions about our natural environment and its sustainable use often have roots in mathematics. The Tragedy of the Commons 1 , a paradigmatic problem of sustainability, is a classic example of mathematical game theory. The discovery of chaotic dynamics by Lorenz 2 goes back to the problem of weather forecasting. In this issue, Meyer and co-authors 3 analyse the problem of quantifying resilience, "the amount of disturbance that a system can absorb without changing state" 4 . Historically, much of mathematics was developed to contend with problems from physics and engineering. Its abstractions include infinite, unstructured planes and spaces filled with simple geometric objects. An overarching theme is separation of scales: some inherent lengths or times in these systems are assumed much smaller than others. Atoms, for example, are much smaller than the everyday objects they form, which is why it is fine to imagine metal rods as having smooth surfaces. Such scale separation then permits powerful mathematical idealizations.
The systems addressed in sustainability research are different. Crucially, they exhibit structure and dynamics over a wide range of scales 5, 6 . Pollinating insects move over centimetres on the scale of seconds; plants -wild and farmed -grow over years to centuries and disperse over metres to kilometres; civilizations rise and fall over millenia. The systems studied by sustainability research appear messy, and application of historic mathematical methods can be difficult. If Earth were a single big cornfield, things would be simpler. But mathematical considerations are still relevant. The kind of maths we need is just different, and the modern mathematical toolbox has plenty on offer.
The work by Meyer et al. illustrates this beautifully. The authors focus on disturbances to systems, such as harvests from a fishery or storms striking communities ( Fig. 1) . They ask how frequent and how powerful disturbances a system can withstand without passing a tipping point. That the frequency of disturbances plays a role becomes clear from the analogy of a water trough that is slowly refilled through a fountain. Even if filling a bucket by dipping it into the trough will leave plenty of water, filling a bucket every minute might eventually empty the trough. Similarly, a fish stock that tolerates a single harvest taken during a brief fishing season and largely recovers over a year might still collapse if these harvests are repeated yearly. The authors' approach to such processes integrates two measures of resilience more often contrasted 7 : the distance of a system's state from a tipping point, beyond which recovery is difficult, and the strongest longterm pressure a system can sustain.
Applying tools from an area of mathematics called dynamic systems theory, Meyer and co-workers reveal that traditional resilience measures implicitly assume scale separation -time intervals between disturbances that are either much shorter or much longer than the system's inherent recovery time. Both assumptions, they show, can lead to overoptimistic conclusions. The trough will eventually run dry whether we fill one bucket every minute or if we continuously pump water from it at the rate of one bucket per minute. A fishery, however, can behave in less linear fashion, tolerating a single large annual harvest and also continuous small daily harvests that sum to the same amount over a year, and yet eventually collapsing under the annual harvest regime.
Any new mathematical theory leads to new concepts. Often, these are useful beyond the theory's realm and can help organise otherwise confusing observations or outputs of model simulations. An example from the work of Meyer et al. is a line in the plane spanned by disturbance frequency and intensity that separates sustainable from unsustainable conditions. Identifying this line for detailed computer models of landscapes subject to random Other particularities of sustainability research that call for new maths are the inclusion of people and the urgency and uncertainty of issues. Promising approaches to these challenges include game theory in the socio-ecological context 8 , ecological ensemble modelling 9 , applications of control theory to sustainable management 10 , and decision theory for uncertain conservation issues 11 . However, circumstances extrinsic to the science itself raise barriers to mathematical thought in an interdisciplinary context. For example, journals might expect general readers to understand the concept of an agroforest, but not that of a continuous function. While journals push these barriers by publishing theoretically oriented studies, the brevity demanded and the lack of mathematical fluency among readers limits the insights readers see. Often key definitions, theorems, and proofs reside in the Supplementary Information. However common, such practices carry risks. Unsuspecting readers might under-or over-estimate the strength and generality of the findings. Insights and intuition developed in proofs remain hidden. And the beauty, power, and usefulness of mathematical methods for sustainability research are undersold, making their development less attractive. Such barriers have likely contributed to the crippling lack of "models addressing ecological processes on temporal and spatial scales relevant to the needs of assessment and decision-support activities" identified by the Intergovernmental science-policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 6 . The organization dryly recommends: "The scientific community may want to give priority to addressing gaps in methods for modelling impacts of drivers and policy interventions on biodiversity and ecosystem services. " Sustainability research can profit from tailor-made mathematical theory. New organizations such as the Environmental Decisions Alliance or the International Initiative for Theoretical Ecology aim to address some of its needs. But these efforts will not meet their potential unless mathematical considerations are mainstreamed, seen as natural parts of the mix rather than being challenged to defend and endear themselves vis-à-vis more hands-on approaches. The work by Meyer et 
